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Is Suffering From A Barrel of
Trouble What if the world just

handed over the largest economy
in Latin America to an angry

populist? This election season has
seen the downfall of Brazil’s

popularly elected president and it
is not even over yet. The Brazilian

economy is going through
turbulent times and citizens are
not even enjoying the electoral
process as they were in the last

two elections. It has been a
particularly bad year for Brazil
because the world has mostly
ignored the country amid the

election cycle. This uninterest has
allowed it to take advantage of
the few investors that remain
interested in the country, thus

prompting Brazil’s stock market
to hit a record high in early 2018.
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What’s left of the "Bolsonaro
Mistake" in Brazil? When former

Brazilian president and president-
elect Jair Bolsonaro says no one

has been “mistaken” about him or
the dire state of the economy, it

refers to his opponents. Bolsonaro
is one of the most ardent social
conservatives in Latin America.
He espouses a hard right-wing,

militarized version of government
that is buoyed by the region’s

conservative surge. But in his first
year, many Brazilians have called
him “Brazil’s Donald Trump,” and

the new president has not
managed to outrun the initial
comparisons even though the

country faces far worse problems
than the American economy.

Bolsonaro’s right-wing policies
include scaling back the country’s
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environmental policy, loosening
gun restrictions, and introducing
new laws to limit media freedom.
His views on race and gender are

also extremely regressive,
pushing to put women back into

traditional “macho” roles and
praising a 1994 military

dictatorship that tortured, killed
and jailed thousands of political
opponents. Bolsonaro’s harsh

social policies and c6a93da74d
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